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Workshop agenda
09.00     Introductions
09.10 A sector in flux

Introduction to scenarios
Using the scenarios to discuss the future of the sector

10.45 Coffee
11.05 Technological change: exploring the future energy 

mix and technologies
12.30 Lunch
13.30 New and emerging health and safety risks
14.50 Tea
15.10 Policy responses to address the risks
16.50 Panel debate by social partners
17.30 Close



Workshop ‘rules’
• The scenarios are to provide a stretching 

framework for discussions
• Let yourselves live the scenarios you work 

with and engage with the exercises
• Please ask if there is anything you do not 

understand
• You are not here as representatives of your 

respective organisations
• All views are valid and important
• The insights will be noted but not attributed
• Have fun!



Need for foresight
• We are entering a world of unprecedented 

uncertainty
• Policies are too often driven by an ‘official’ view 

of the future
• It enables a wider range of potential 

opportunities to be assessed
• It enables risks to be identified and managed
• It should be a core skill for managers
• In some cases we can influence the future



Foresight and Forecasts

Hope!

Uncertainty

Predetermined

Distance into the future



Introduction to scenarios
• Descriptions of how ‘the world’ might look in the 

future
• Possible ‘paths’ to the future
• Based on an analysis of drivers of change
• Should be engaging, compelling and credible
• Must have internal logic and consistency
• Allow critical uncertainties and predetermined 

elements to be separated
• Not predictions or forecasts
• Future contain elements of each scenario
• Tool to support strategic conversations and insights



Developing the EU-OSHA scenarios

• Phase 1: Identified key drivers of contextual change 
that could shape green jobs over the next 10 years

• Phase 2: Identified key new technologies likely to 
impact on OSH in green jobs – negatively and 
positively

• Phase 3: Developed plausible and consistent 
scenarios on how the key new technologies may 
evolve in the context of the changes induced by the 
key drivers and create emerging risks in green jobs 
by 2020



Key drivers
• Environment
• Government incentives
• Government controls
• Public opinion
• Public behaviour
• Economic growth
• International issues
• Energy security issues
• Renewable energy 

technologies
• Fossil fuel technologies

• Nuclear energy
• Electricity distribution, 

storage and use
• Energy efficiency 

improvements
• Growth in waste 

management and 
recycling

• Other technologies
• Demographics and the 

workforce



Key technologies

1. Wind Energy
2. Green construction
3. Bioenergy and applications of biotechnology
4. Waste processing
5. Green transport
6. Green manufacturing and robotics
7. Electricity transmission, distribution and 

storage; and small scale renewable energy
8. Nanotechnologies and nanomaterials



Scenario planning process

1. Define the scope of the scenarios
2. Identify and analyse the key drivers
3. Construct the scenario axes
4. Create the scenario narratives.
5. Use the scenarios to analyse OSH 

implications for the key technologies



Three Main Drivers of Future Change
1. Economic Growth

• Growth In Europe
• Global Growth rates

2. Green Culture and Values
• Public Opinion
• Government Incentives and controls
• Energy Efficiency and Resource Use
• Waste Management and Recycling

3. Rate of Innovation in Green technology
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Innovation Axis

(Diagrammatic representation only)
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Future
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Scenario axes
Scenario Win – Win Bonus 

World Deep Green

Economic 
Growth High High Low

Green Values Strong Weak Strong

Rate of 
Innovation in 
Green 
Technologies

High Medium - Medium +
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Win - Win

Defined by
• Strongly Green Values
• High economic growth
• High rate of Innovation in Green 

Technologies
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Win - Win
• Green growth is sustainable. 
• Green activities are seen as a major 

contribution to economic growth rather 
than simply as a cost

• Technology is delivering on its promise to 
make green growth achievable.
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Strongly Green Values
• Growing public concerns over climate 

change and other environmental threats
• Mandate for deeply green legislation  
• Green behaviour is strongly approved of
• Better models show how vulnerable the 

human race will be to climate change and 
the loss of ecosystems services.  
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High Innovation in Green 
Technology
• The trajectory of technology accelerates 

– More and more young engineers and scientists 
qualify around the world, 

– Developments are propagated immediately
• Technology has made green growth 

achievable.  Most innovations use fewer 
resources and less pollution.

• Energy science continues to deliver
• The path to a zero-carbon future is now clear
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OSH in Win-Win
• Higher investments in occupational health and 

safety 
• Funds available to make infrastructure and business 

processes safer and more accessible.
• Rapid roll-out of new technologies and products 

mean that wider population may be exposed to  new 
hazards and risks in shorter timescales. 

• Environmental hazards are seen by society as of 
particular concern.

• Many all-new green processes and enterprises, all 
of which require new OSH procedures and training.
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‘WIN-WIN’ – HUMAN SYSTEMS

“I guess 
every smart 
grid needs a 
call centre 
but it’s still 

pretty 
stressful” 

“We scored 
8 out of 10 
in the last 

green 
audit… how 
can we do 

even better 
next time?”

“every day we 
continue to re-

design the 
human-machine 

interface...”

“welcome to 
the L.Z.C.  
Safety & 
Health @ 

Work training 
module.  Today 

we look at 
everyday 

hazards...”



‘WIN-WIN’ – WIND ENERGY

<<Delta Charlie to 
Base... I repeat... 

Storm force winds  
are forecast... 

Returning to the 
accommodation 

platform...>>

“I wish the 
Green Job Policy 
Team was here.  
They would then 
appreciate the 
challenges of 

working on these 
large turbines in 

this 
environment”



Bonus World

Defined by
• High economic growth
• Low Green Values
• Medium rate of Innovation 

in Green Technology 
(directed towards profits) 
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Bonus World
• People will choose the route of increased 

prosperity 
– when faced with the costs of going green. 

• Technology is helping the world to be more 
efficient in its use of resources 
– but this efficiency merely translates into 

increased consumption
• Carbon emissions and resource use are 

still rising.
– High price stimulates availability of resources
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Medium Innovation in Green 
Technology (directed towards profit)
• Technology continues to advance, driven by 

the profit motive
• High levels of overall innovation
• High growth allows capital-intensive 

inventions to be implemented quickly.
• Energy sciences continue to deliver, 

– but it is not clear how or whether a zero-carbon 
future can be achieved without unacceptable 
compromises
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OSH in Bonus World
• Funds available to make infrastructure and business 

processes safer and more accessible.
• Rapid roll-out of new technologies/products 

– wider population exposed in shorter timescales. 
• OSH is of relatively low priority for governments. 
• New jobs and new products may bring new hazards 

and risks.
• OSH is seen by employers as most important in 

term of its impact on profits
• OSH by regulation may be more effective than OSH 

by education.
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‘BONUS WORLD’ – HUMAN SYSTEMS

“Drilling at 4000m 
is easy... no-one can 
see anything, so you 
just get on with it”

“we’re freezing 
in here... Would 
love to invest in 
efficiency but 

that would 
reduce this 

year’s profits

“you seem to have good job 
satisfaction… it also pays for 

the new sports car”

“they call this 
the graveyard 
shift - 7pm 

to 7am ...  
lucky we’re 

allowed to go 
to the toilet 
at midnight”



BONUS WORLD – WIND ENERGY

… relaxed 
planning rules 

allow large 
energy companies 
to put turbines 
on apartment 

blocks...

Think about the 
profit we will 

make with 
these… they 
could not be 
more cost 
effective.



Deep Green

Defined by
• Strongly Green Values
• Low economic growth
• Medium rate of 

Innovation in Green 
Technologies
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Deep Green
• A Green economy is achievable 

– but at the cost of economic growth.  
• Sustainability and Greenness are valued by 

people more than economic growth
• Green activities are seen as a cost that 

needs to be borne. 
• High taxes on pollution and carbon emissions
• Technology is helping to deliver a green 

future  
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Strongly Green Values
• Growing public concern over climate change 

and other environmental threats
• Mandate for green legislation  
• Green behaviour is strongly approved of
• Better models show how vulnerable the 

human race may be to climate change and 
the loss of ecosystems services

• Repeated resource shortages reinforce the 
need to be green
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Medium Innovation in Green 
Technology (towards green)

• Technology continues to advance, driven 
by a desire to achieve sustainability

• Restricted levels of capital investment 
restrict the adoption of capital-intensive 
innovations 

• Energy sciences continue to deliver
– but it is now clear that low economic growth is 

necessary to achieve a zero-carbon future
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OSH in Deep Green
• Low growth may tempt employers to cut corners and 

makes investing in OSH more difficult.
• Slower roll-out of some new technologies and new 

products gives more time to assimilate new hazards and 
new risks. 

• Many all-new green processes and enterprises, all of 
which require new OSH procedures and training.

• Environmental hazards are seen by society as of 
particular concern. 

• Many small businesses, often with low OSH 
awareness, provide green services (cargo bikes) 
as a result of reduced energy/goods consumption 

• Make-do-and-mend attitude and re-furbishing
• More "dirty" manual jobs than in other scenarios
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‘DEEP GREEN’ – HUMAN SYSTEMS

“We can power 
the firm on 

these out-of-
date ELV 

batteries... 
Remind me - is 
it the yellow or 

blue wire to 
white??”

“Solar panels are 
great because 

they are ‘green’... 
You don’t need 

skills or 
qualifications, 

just get up there 
and do it”

“everybody 
loves this green 
bicycle delivery  
service ... but 

the trailer gets 
heavier and 

heavier”

“welcome to the 
community wind energy 

cooperative …”



‘DEEP GREEN’ – WIND ENERGY

Look at that turbine – way 
beyond its design life !! 

We can only get refurbished 
spare parts these days... 

It is exhausting to spend all 
day climbing up these old 

turbines without lifts… I wish 
we had new ones



Exercise 1: the future of the energy sector 

• 5 minutes to read your scenario
• 20 minutes discussion of what the energy 

sector will be like in your scenario in 2025
• 10 minutes to agree the most important 

energy sector issues in 2025
• Plenary feedback and discussion
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